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uksV  – 
Note – Answer from both the sections as directed. The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

[[k.M&v / Section-A]
1.  1×10=10

Answer the following Multiple Choice type questions :
(a)

What is the origin of the word diplomacy.
(1) Diplore(2) Dipli(3) Diplo(4) Dunlop.

(b)

Who is considered the father of new diplomacy ?
(1) Washington(2) Pandit Nehru(3) Woodrow Wilson(4) None of these.

(c)

From when the beginning of the new diplomacy is considered?
(1) 1801(2) After the First World War
(3) After the Second World War(4) None of these.

(d)

When was the League of Nations established.
(1) 1901(2) 1939(3) 1947(4) 1920

(e)

Who has given a new dimension to Parliamentry Diplomacy ?
(1) UNO(2) Prime Minister(3) President(4) None of these.

(f)

Diplomacy adopted by which country is called shop-keeper type diplomacy.
(1) Great Britain(2) India(3) USA(4) Australia.
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(g)

Which Europeans arrived in India in the 18th century.
(1) English(2) French(3) Dutch(4) All of the above.

(h)

Who proposed fourteen point principles :
(1) Woodrow wilson(2) Castle-Reigh(3) Washington(4) Churchill.

(i)

Which diplomatic guru made Chandragupta Maurya as the Chakravarti emperor of Bharatvarsh.
(1) Balmiki(2) Chanakya(3) Kalidas(4) Tulsidas.

(j)

Woodrow Wilson was belong to which country ?
(1) Japan(2) India(3) Britain(4) USA.

2.  2×5=10
Answer the following short answer type questions :

(a)
What are the limitations of diplomacy ?

(b)
Explain the objectives of diplomacy.

(c)
Write the history of summit diplomacy ?

(d)
Describe the Italian diplomacy.

(e)
Describe the characteristic features of P.V. Narsimha rao as Diplomat.

[[k.M&c / Section–B]
 12×5=60
Answer the following long answer type questions :

3.
Describe the origin and development of diplomatic theory.

vFkok OR

Describe how diplomacy work as a means and tools for National Power ?
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4.
Explain the suggestion given for the success of Summit Diplomacy.

vFkok OR

Discuss the different types of diplomacy.
5.

Explain the form and development of diplomacy in India.
vFkok OR

Explain the form and development of diplomacy in America.
6.

Describe the working system of diplomats.
vFkok OR

Describe the qualities of successful diplomats and explain the limitations of diplomats.
7.

Explain the role of Indian Diplomacy in the United Nations.
vFkok OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
(a)K.S. Pannikar,
(b)Castle-Reigh,
(c)Woodrow Wilson,
(d)V.K. Menon.
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